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Modes of regulation 

•  Rules, regulations, policies that allow “regimes of 
accumulation” to occur 

What are the rules? 
• Rules of trade, economic governance, taxes, 

tariffs (regulation) 
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Opportunities: regulations open new markets for some 

How do rules affect farmers? 

•  Rules affect the way farmers do business 

•  Modernization costs 

•  Conditions for larger, capital-intensive operations to thrive 

Unintended consequences: EU food regulations 
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Regulations foster barriers to entry: time and financial costs 

•  “I used to spend my days in my fields, sometimes on my 
tractor…now my time is spent with paper, paper, and 
more paper.  Farming used to be a pleasure…now it is 
nothing more than a business for me.” 

Regulations uniformly applied, ignore contexts & local knowledge 

•  Well-intended standards not aligned with local conditions 

•  Compost slab controversy 

•  Whose science is privileged? 

Unwritten rules associated with grades and standards 

•  Reflect changing balances of power between nations, 
negotiations among states, ministries, corporations 

•  How do farmers experience these power dynamics? 

Unwritten rules linked to codified standards…interpreted 
through cultural, historic, and class-based lenses 

•  “They impose these things [rules] on me.  I’m not a free 
man.  And for my whole life I have been dreaming of what I 
like doing…these people never take these things into 
consideration.  They have their academic views, and if they 
make a mistake, I am to go bankrupt” 
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Rules, and manner in which they are implemented,  ���
can foster and reinforce long-standing cultural cleavages 

•  “If we didn’t have the EU, we could live differently in 
Poland.  What do we need all these regulations for that are 
imposed on us and are such nonsense?” 

•  Nationalism, conspiracy theories 

Biotechnology: In 2006, Poland banned the sale and 
registration of biotech seeds 

•  Jubilation ~ bipartisan effort with very strong public support 

•  In July 2008, Polish Senate tried to prevent Poland from allowing 
a ban on biotech events in animal feeds, currently under review 

•  Infringement proceedings begun by EU officials 

Food and seed sovereignty: ���
The ability of nations or groups to self-determine agricultural 
future and practices 
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